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Practice Overview

David was amongst the first of his generation when he was appointed 
Queen’s Counsel on 22 February 2016.

He has conducted commercial litigation with an emphasis on 
insolvency, insolvency-related litigation, company and commercial 
fraud matters since he started in practice.

As a junior he appeared as lead counsel in the Court of Appeal for one 
of the respondents in Utilise TDS Limited v Davies & Bolton College 
[2014] EWCA Civ 906 when fresh guidance was given on the way in 
which CPR 3.9 was to be applied (reported as Denton v TH White Ltd 
and other appeals). Other appearances in the Court of Appeal in 2015 
include Secretary of State for Business, Innovation and Skills v PLT Anti-
Marketing Ltd [2015] EWCA Civ 76.

David’s practice presently covers commercial litigation including 
commercial fraud; all types of insolvency work; company and 
shareholder disputes; banking and asset recovery; professional 
negligence and sports law. David’s advice builds from his intricate 
knowledge and is pragmatic and strategic, recognising the 
commercial realities facing clients and their objectives. He is 
recognised for his in-depth, analytical understanding of cases and 
his grounded nature and client-friendly manner. 

He also practises from Three Stone, 3 Stone Buildings, Lincoln’s Inn, 
London WC2A 3XL; www.threestone.law.
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Clerks’ Details

 Nick Buckley 

 0161 817 2757

  

 Ian Spencer 

 0113 203 1971

 Appointments
• Accredited Mediator
• Junior Counsel to the Crown
   (Regional Panel) 2007 - 2016 

Memberships
•  Chancery Bar Association
•  Northern Chancery Bar Association 

(Secretary) 
•  Northern Circuit Commercial Bar 

Association
•  Association of Business Recovery 

Professionals (R3) (Fellow) 
• Insolvency Lawyers’ Association

 Education
•  Bolton School
•  LLB University of Birmingham
•  Bar Vocational Course, Inns of Court 

School of Law
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Recommendations

Chambers and Partners

“ He is very forensic and analytical in his approach and his arguments are very well 
put together.” “A very personable type and he is good on his feet.”

“ He’s very well prepared and his papers are immaculate - he thinks outside the box.” 

“He’s excellent, very proactive, bright, tactical and frankly very cost-effective.”

“ Decisive and thorough, he displays an intricate knowledge of the law and applies it 
brilliantly.” “An excellent strategist.”

“ A renowned insolvency barrister with a strong reputation in the adjacent field of 
commercial chancery.”

“ He has the gift of being able to condense an argument where others would be overly 
verbose. His skeleton arguments are always spot-on and to the point and he has a very 
persuasive advocacy style.”

“ Proficient senior junior adept in a variety of commercial and insolvency work, including 
commercial fraud matters. Assists with high-value cases of legal importance, including 
Court of Appeal briefs.”

“He has in-depth knowledge. He is also very straightforward and very down-to-earth.” 

“ Really user-friendly. He rolls up his sleeves, gets involved and is prepared to put his neck 
on the line and back his judgement, which he always comes through on.”

“ He is decisive and thorough, he displays intricate legal knowledge and he crafts the 
perfect legal strategy for the client.”

“He is at the top of our list for instructing.”

“ He is always very thorough and well prepared, and he is fantastic on his feet. He is 
a match for any insolvency barrister on the Northern Circuit.”

“He is superb on his feet, very bright and highly recommended for commercial matters.” 

“A real expert in insolvency matters.”
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Legal 500:

“An extremely capable and forceful advocate.”

“Tactically excellent; he is liked and respected by clients.”


